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Background
Community engagement has been increasingly

•

identify community engagement

recognized as important to understanding and

approaches that can improve the health

addressing the determinants of health and health

of disadvantaged

inequalities. However, broad-scale evidence as

groups and/or reduce health inequalities;

to the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of

•

community engagement has been limited.

describe the populations and contexts in
which such approaches are effective; and

•
This document summarizes the major findings

understand the costs associated with
implementing these approaches.

of a recent multi-method systematic review by
O’Mara-Eves et al.1 The summary focuses on

To achieve these aims, the review used four

the conceptual framework developed, and its

different strategies which included: a) theoretical

corresponding recommendations. It then discusses

synthesis of community engagement models;

the potential implications of these results for

b) meta-analysis of effectiveness studies;

public health research and practice in Canada.

c) thematic synthesis of process evaluations;
and d) economic analysis of costs and resources

The review examined existing literature on

data. Based on the results, the authors developed

community engagement and presented findings

a broad conceptual framework for community

as to whether or not it can be effective, and under

engagement.

what circumstances. Specifically, the review
aimed to

Key messages for practice
• There is solid evidence that community engagement interventions have a positive impact on a range of
health and psychosocial outcomes, across various conditions for disadvantaged groups
• There is weak evidence as to the cost effectiveness or sustainability of different community engagement
interventions, as well as the implementation factors that may affect the success of interventions
• There is insufﬁcient evidence – particularly for long-term outcomes and indirect beneﬁciaries –
to determine whether one particular model of community engagement is likely to be more effective
than another

Key recommendations for researchers
• Assess the impact(s) of community engagement interventions by incorporating a spectrum of outcome
measures and planning long-term evaluations
• Incorporate process, costing and resource collection, and economic evaluation into research evaluations
(which could also be prioritized by funding agencies)
• Conduct mixed-methods research to establish intervention effectiveness as well as participant
experiences of an intervention
• Use detailed and robust search and identification strategies within other systematic reviews of evidence
on hard-to-identify topics such as community engagement and health inequalities (and formally evaluate
these strategies)
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Review Results
Models of Community Engagement
The review highlighted the varied ways in which community engagement has been conceptualized and
defined. These differences are linked to the objectives of the engagement activity. For instance, some
activities have the sociopolitical goal of community empowerment, while others have more utilitarian
goals such as making health services more effective for participants.
Three overarching ways of thinking about community engagement emerged from a theoretical synthesis
of the literature reviewed. Each is supported by a theory of change:
a)	Theories of change for patient/consumer involvement
	Engagement with communities in strategies for service development, including consultation or
collaboration about the intervention design
	Based on the belief that an intervention will be more appropriate to participant needs because
it incorporates stakeholder views
	The need for ongoing investment or partnership depends on the nature of changes made (may
not be necessary to continue engagement to sustain change)
b)	Theories of change for peer-/lay-delivered interventions
Engagement with communities to deliver interventions
	Based on the belief that change is facilitated by the credibility, expertise or empathy that
community members bring to the delivery of an intervention
Needs ongoing investment for services for subsequent generations
c)	Theories of change for empowerment to reduce health inequalities
Health needs are identified by a community that mobilizes itself into action
	Based on the belief that a community that strengthens its own mutual support and mobilizes
resources for change results in empowerment
Investment in activities have the potential to be largely sustained by the community

REVIEW SUMMARY: Community engagement to reduce inequalities in health
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Community Engagement Effectiveness
A meta-analysis of the effectiveness of community engagement was based on a subset of evaluation
studies focused on a health priority identified within the Marmot Review, a review of health inequalities
in England.2 The assessment produced the following findings:

Finding
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Implication

It was unclear whether one particular model of
community engagement was more effective than
another. Evidence was especially lacking with respect
to long-term outcomes and indirect beneficiaries
(e.g. community, service providers, government, and
researchers).

Public health research should continue to evaluate the
effects of different forms of community engagement,
particularly with respect to
long-term outcomes and indirect beneficiaries.

Public health interventions that used community
engagement for disadvantaged groups were effective
with respect to health behaviours, health consequences,
participant self-efficacy, and perceived social support
outcomes.

Public health should integrate community engagement
into interventions with disadvantaged groups.

Community engagement improved both the outcomes of
those engaged in the initiative (e.g., skills acquired) as
well as the broader community (e.g., perceived increased
access to services).

Public health interventions should employ community
engagement to positively impact communities in
ways beyond improving health behaviours and health
outcomes.

Improved health behaviours were related to increased
self-efficacy within community engagement evaluations.

Public health engagement activities that improve health
behaviours can also improve participant self-efficacy.

Interventions delivered within community and noncommunity settings were successful in improving health
behaviour outcomes. However, those not conducted in
community settings were more effective.

Public health interventions should involve communities
in both community and non-community settings (e.g.,
primary and secondary care settings). Continued
evaluation of engagement effectiveness in both settings
is needed.

Longer interventions were less effective in improving
health behaviour outcomes than those that were shorter
in duration (though this is likely influenced by level of
contact with those providing the intervention).

Public health initiatives should integrate short term
community engagement interventions to improve
health behaviours Thorough evaluation of longer term
intervention effects is needed.

The effects of a community engagement intervention –
though generally smaller - were still present long after
an intervention was over.

Public health should integrate community engagement
to promote long term positive effects for participants.
More evaluation as to the sustained benefits of
engagement is required.

Evidence was insufficient to test the effects of
community engagement on health inequalities.

Public health should prioritize evaluations that seek
to identify the relationship between community
engagement and health and social inequalities.
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A thematic synthesis of the same studies found that process evaluations (conducted alongside outcome
evaluations) were largely absent. In addition, the authors found it challenging to capture the complexities
of engagement processes due to the varied nature of engagement activities. However, they were able to
conclude that the following factors can potentially strengthen engagement and in turn, outcomes:
Acceptability - community-designed/delivered interventions, and/or culturally-relevant materials
tended to be more acceptable to communities, which improved program success
Consultation and collaborations - relationship building and partnerships seemed to influence
program outcomes
Costs - providing compensation to community members and participants improved participation;
sustainable funding beyond the initial engagement activity helped programs be ‘owned’ by
communities
Implementation - appropriate intervention timing, frequency, duration, and extent of an intervention
influenced outcomes; accessibility was affected by the scope of the intervention (e.g., a media
event vs. 1:1 counselling); good relationships between the people engaged and those providing an
intervention were important
Management and responsibility - implementation was influenced by strong project management as
well as tailored and ongoing training and support for those who were engaged
Public health interventions should carefully consider these factors when planning and evaluating
community engagement activities.
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Resource Implications of Community Engagement
The economic analysis looked at the resource

expenses, and rarely discussed the influence

implications of various approaches to community

of all resources involved, such as volunteers or

engagement. This included a consideration

in-kind contributions. There was also a lack of

of trends across the studies related to costs,

consideration as to how community contributions

resource use, cost-consequences and economic

as a whole can add value to community

evaluation methods, as well as an exploration of

engagement.

findings within individual economic evaluations.
The authors explored the extent to which

Of the studies that included some kind of

community engagement approaches had been

economic evaluation, most were of limited quality,

evaluated for cost-effectiveness by analysing

with none involving analysis of sub-groups

information provided within the review studies

(e.g., cost-effectiveness of targeting particular

as well as from supplementary studies and

population groups vs. a larger group). In addition,

community engagement implementers.

long-term assessment of the costs and benefits
of community engagement was lacking, which

Overall, individual economic evaluations showed

is important to highlight given that the effects

positive economic analyses of engagement

of engagement activities (e.g., health behaviour

mechanisms. The authors could however not

changes) may take time to become evident. Only

make any firm conclusions about the economic

a few studies discussed costs associated with

case for community engagement. Only a quarter

losses in the productivity of people engaged and

of the studies reported any type of cost analysis,

impacts on family members. Lastly, few studies

and when costs were reported they were not

examined economic impacts beyond the health

disaggregated, making it difficult to separate

system.

engagement costs from other aspects of health
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interventions. Similarly, few studies distinguished

Public health should prioritize evaluation of

between the costs of conducting community

how costs, financing, resource allocation, and

engagement activities from the costs of research

sustainability relate to community engagement

activities more generally. Further, studies that

and health equity and its short-term and long-

reported costs mostly looked at training and staff

term effects in health and non-health sectors.
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A Broad Conceptual Framework
for Community Engagement
The authors developed a conceptual framework for community engagement in public health
interventions. The framework illustrates the conceptual and operational overlap between community
engagement and health interventions more generally. These areas of overlap include: how need and
communities are defined, reasons for stakeholder engagement, activities and actions involved, and the
impact of providing the intervention. In addition, the framework identifies how community engagement
interventions are dynamic and may differ across various dimensions.
The framework (see Figure 23 of review) includes

the conditions that mediated or moderated

the following dimensions which differ across

engagement;

community engagement approaches:

the types of actions and resources involved in

the extent to which those involved were

engagement activities;

concerned with community engagement

the impacts of the intervention in terms of

broadly or health outcomes more narrowly

outcomes and beneficiaries, and their long-

(e.g., how was the purpose defined?);

term sustainability.

who identified the need for the intervention;
reasons why people might be motivated to

Public health stakeholders should use this

become involved;

conceptual framework to help guide future

how and where the community was involved

community engagement approaches, processes,

in the design and delivery of the intervention;

and evaluations.

A Note on Review Methods
This review is an important step in systematically

be linked to the challenges in synthesizing and

examining community engagement in public

evaluating a very diverse but limited evidence
base. However, future public health research

health. However, the review was critically
appraised and given a moderate quality rating.

and reviews on community engagement
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This appraisal highlighted that the search

should address the evidence and method-

strategy described was not comprehensive, the

based limitations demonstrated in this review.

methodological quality of the included studies

Emerging methods for evidence synthesis on the
social determinants of health and health equity

was not assessed, and appropriate methods for
combining and comparing results were not used.

3

will be useful in addressing these limitations.4-6

Some of these weaknesses are presumed to
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Implications for Community Engagement in Canada
Ensure engagement reflects community
contexts and needs

must involve more process and cost/resource

Though the review discussed trends in the

evaluations should also be prioritized. Such

evidence – for example, that peer-/lay-delivered

methods can explore the multi-level factors

interventions might be more effective than

shaping the meanings, experiences, and

interventions based on an empowerment

outcomes of engagement over time for diverse

approach or involving community members

stakeholders.10-12 Understanding the factors

in their design – such trends were often not

that can help or hinder engagement initiatives

statistically significant. It is thus important to

is central to the success of future public health

further examine how particular interventions

interventions.

evaluations, but qualitative and mixed-method

align with community contexts and needs, before
of any one approach or model. Central in this

Critically evaluate engagement
activities and current evidence

is meaningfully involving community in the

The review highlighted the difficulty in

making conclusions as to the effectiveness

development and design of an intervention.

understanding the relationship between

7,8

Ensuring communities shape the scope and

interventions and inequalities. However, the

direction of activities has been outlined within

authors found some evidence that interventions

numerous community engagement guides

that improve social inequalities (measured by

focused on addressing health and social

social support) can improve health behaviour for

inequities. Without this, engagement activities

disadvantaged groups. It is important to evaluate

may not be valued or relevant to participants, and

such evidence with a critical lens – particularly

in turn, well-intentioned interventions may risk

by considering both inequity and disadvantage

maintaining or exacerbating health inequalities.

as shaped by both social location and power
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dynamics. For instance, the review defined
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Broaden evaluations of community
engagement in Canada

disadvantage based on individual-level variables

Given the potential of community engagement to

and failed to mention the socio-structural

improve the health and well-being of populations,

factors that shape disadvantage (e.g., gender

it is clear that engagement activities should

discrimination and patriarchy, racism, ableism,

continue to be integrated into public health

colonialism). Overlooking these complexities

initiatives. At the same time, further evaluation

can result in initiatives with a limited focus on

and knowledge translation is necessary with

‘problem populations’ rather than on structural

respect to the factors influencing engagement

inequities.14 Awareness and intervention as

design, participation and effectiveness within the

to how power operates to shape community

Canadian context. This is particularly relevant,

engagement and its effects on populations is

given that most of the evaluated studies included

essential to address disadvantage, and in turn,

in the review were from the US. Research

reduce health and social inequities.

such as socio-economic status or gender13
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Conclusion
This review involved the challenging task of assessing the concepts, models, and impacts of diverse
forms of community engagement on health inequalities. It is an important foundation for future research
and practice seeking to improve health outcomes for diverse populations. Beyond the implications of the
review, it is recommended that future research and practice be informed by a critical analysis of power,
and the meaningful input of those involved. In this, community engagement initiatives can address
health and social inequities, as well as foster relationships and networks of mutual support.
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